The use of attributes in person re-identification and video surveillance applications has grabbed attentions of many researchers in recent times. Attributes are suitable tools for mid-level representation of a part or a region in an image as it is more similar to human perception as compared to the quantitative nature of the normal visual features description of those parts. Hence, in this paper, the preliminary experimental results to evaluate the robustness of attribute detectors against pose and light variations in contrast to the use of local appearance features is discussed. Results attained proven that the attribute-based detectors are capable to overcome the negative impact of pose and light variation towards person re-identification activities. In addition, the degree of importance of different attributes in reidentification is evaluated and compared with other previous works in this field.
Introduction
In general, several challenges related to person re-identification (PRI) includes lighting and view point variations that could cause severe effects on the re-identification output quality. In appearance-based re-identification, the main purpose is representing the subject's image based on the visual features which are robust enough against these variations. Thus, these features must be discriminative enough to handle the close visual differences of the body silhouettes that belong to different people [1] . Previous researches have reported their findings using numerous methods and approaches in evaluating various types of low level features for reidentification [2] [3] [4] [5] . For instance, in [2] utilised color encoding technique, whilst in [3] used texture and in [4] employed shape of their database images to represent the visual descriptors based on each stated feature [6] . Although low level features performance is acceptable on images with some variety of illumination and view point, but in the severe cases, low level features are unable to perform well. In such cases, segmented grids are more preferable since this approach could contribute too much better results [4] along with local parts of the silhouettes [2] rather than on individual pixels.
Conversely, in ensuring perfect re-identification rate, the descriptors need to fulfill both descriptive and discriminative features which is possible but challenging if not impossible in some cases. One way to resolve this problem is to perform re-identification based on mid-level representation of the scene rather than low level demonstration. Attributes are the keys that bridges low level features to mid-level understanding from the scenes. These attributes are semantic descriptions of the scenes, which are widely used in object recognition tasks in recent years [7] . The idea of using semantics in re-identification is relatively new and few researches have done that [8, 9] and the whole reidentification process is not being done purely based on attributes in existing approaches. Instead, the attributes-based approach is used to supplement the existing approach [9] . The use of mid-level representation of the scenes brings us one step closer to the way that human really understand what is happening around. It also eliminates the difficulties caused by illumination and pose variations. The latter is the reason that encourages researchers to go beyond the low-level descriptors. One of the main challenges in implementing this approach is to have attribute detectors with high detection accuracy. The attributes are defined differently according to different applications. In robotic applications, color of a specific object can be the desired attribute while in a face verification application wearing sunglasses is defined as a desired attribute [10] . In PRI, based on the dataset for re-identification purpose, the attributes can be defined vastly from the color attribute for instance clothing or texture like shirts patterns or even carrying objects like backpacks and satchels. In other words, every option that contributed to discrimination can be defined as an attribute [11] . Based on these different options to define attributes for re-identification, it would be of high interest to do PRI purely based on attributes.
Attribute Detection
As mentioned before, different attributes can be defined for retrieval, surveillance and re-identification applications. For instance, in some cases, the attributes of the face and head (i.e. sunglasses, bald, hat) are considered due to high quality of the images [10] . While, in some others because of the lack of good quality, it is better to ignore such attributes and focus on other attributes instead. Figure 1 shows some attributes which are suitable to be considered as chosen from the VIPeR dataset [12] . The low-level features that are used to train an attribute detector have significant effect on its accuracy and mostly color, texture, edge and shape are features extracted from the dataset images for training the detectors [7, 9, 13, 14] . The way that the features are extracted is also important as they can be extracted either globally from the whole silhouette or locally from the segmented silhouette [3, 9] . Figure 2 shows different sub-partitions of a silhouette from ETHZ public dataset [15] in which the features can be extracted from. Upon completion of feature extraction process, the next stage is classification. In [7] used SVM and logistic regression as attributes detectors. Other researchers have investigated the application of other classifier as attribute detectors. The classifiers are trained by training data and the parameters are cross validated to find the best features. The method that is applied to train the classifiers is also crucial to avoid mistakes in conveying the semantic of attribute to the attribute detector. For instance, if a classifier is trained for wheel detector and the training data is only from the wheels of cars and buses. This may cause the detector to detect the wheels in combination of the metals around them and unable to detect the wheel of a wooden carriage during test time. In such cases, feature selection is crucial to ensure matching of the attribute detector and its real concept [7, 14] . Also, the training set must represent different type of sources for a particular attribute. The main problem of pose and illumination differences can be solved in attributebased methods by using the samples in training set with different illumination and pose conditions, which can be more robust than the descriptors with low level features.
Re-Identification by Attributes
Attributes have grabbed attentions in recent years for various applications in computer vision and can be considered new in reidentification application [11, 16] . Hence, to use them in reidentification, the following issues must be addressed.
Data Insufficiency and Unbalanced Data
Most available datasets for PRI have less than 1000 images and sufficient data are required to train the attribute detectors accurately. In addition, proper feature selection methods [7, 16] can help alleviate this namely by training attribute detectors on a dataset with sufficient samples of that particular attribute and test it on reidentification dataset. Next is to ensure that the number of positive and negative samples must be balanced to avoid over-fitting.
Classification Metric
The process of attribute detection produces a set of pre-trained attribute detectors. Currently, there is no re-identification method which purely uses attribute for re-identification. In [9] defined attribute distance between probe image and gallery images and used this method in combination with the low-level descriptor distance as shown in (1).
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The first term of this equation is the distance between the lowlevel descriptors of probe image (I P ) and gallery image (I g ) and the second term is devoted to the distance of the attributes of probe image and gallery image. As illustrated in this formula, the attribute distance ( ) only plays as a complementary role here. In this work, one important reason that the attributes were not used purely for re-identification was the accuracy of the detectors. Therefore, if one can train attribute detectors with a very high degree of accuracy, then the re-identification task can be done solely based on attributes. The way the extracted attributes from probe and gallery images are being compared are also important in re-identification process performance. While one can only use a rigid metric in (1) for attribute comparison, the use of learning metrics can make significant improvement to the re-identification process as reported in [17] [18] . Suppose, a set of extracted attributes from the probe image is A. Next, to determine a set of the best gallery images which highly matches with the probe attribute set, a prediction function must be defined to find a set of images which maximizes the score over weight vector, :
The score function is the output scores of pre-trained attribute detectors that are independently trained for each attribute in the set of probe attributes ( ). The goal is to train a model, , which is able to correctly predict the closest gallery images that have similar attributes as the probe image which can then be solved as a max-margin problem as in [1, 10, 19] .
Attribute-based Re-Identification Privileges
As discussed earlier, using attributes in re-identification could resolve the issue of light variations. This is done by giving many different samples with various illumination conditions to train a specific attribute that makes the detector to be robust against lighting variations in comparison with the low-level descriptors. The situation is similar for varying poses of people. Suppose, a person with a backpack must be re-identified with only the front and side or back views as shown in Figure 3 . It is obvious that the ordinary low-level descriptors cannot simply work on these two views as the color appearance is different. While low level descriptor may fail to re-identify, in such case, an attribute detector trained to detect backpack will be able to perform re-identification. When training a backpack detector, both images of the subjects carrying backpacks from the front view, back or side view can be used as the front view of the subjects with backpacks can be recognized from the two parallel stripes of the backpacks and therefore these features can be used to train the detector to detect a backpack in images. The other advantage of using attributes, in addition to having a semantic representation of the probe and gallery images, is that the dimension has been reduced greatly and this can speed up the procedure and decrease the complexity of the model specifically when using learning metrics as mentioned in the previous section.
Results and Discussion
In this section, the performance re-identification based on attributes in comparison to appearance features is investigated. The results attained are compared with a baseline method.
Preliminary Test on the Effect of Attributes on ReIdentification
It must be noted that the aim is not to reach the re-identification rates which is made by strong appearance-based descriptors but to only evaluate the robustness of the attributes against light and pose variations as compared to simple appearance features. For this reason, a pre-gathered set of 26 video frames from 13 different people crossing a corridor and a room by two cameras (13 videos per camera) is used. The videos are recorded on different times of the day, with different illumination conditions and comprised of different poses of individuals. As depicted in Figure 4 , ViBe [20] is used for background subtraction from the video frames followed by segmentation of the foreground silhouette to three parts specifically head, torso and legs as in [3] .
Fig. 4:
Background subtraction using ViBe [20] Two simple features of HSV histogram and HOG are used as baseline features to extract the color and texture information from the torso. Further, these extracted features are used to train the attribute detectors. One detector is trained to detect the clothing pattern of the upper body and another four detectors are as color detectors (red, yellow, green and dark) of the torso. The reason that these colors are chosen is due to their high occurrence in the database. Next, linear SVM is used to train the detectors using cross validation method. To train the classifiers, different frames with different lighting conditions are used. This is done by synthesizing the database images with vast illumination changes contrast and intensity as shown in Figure 5 . The attribute detectors accuracies are as shown in Table 1 . As tabulated in Table 1 , patterned torsos contributed to highest recognition rate followed by yellow colour. In the case of the red color, the reason of lower recognition rate is the inefficiency of HSV color space in detecting this color and in the case of dark torsos; it is because of the scarcity of the samples. The low performance of these detectors affected the re-identification rate. It is worth mentioning that the goal of re-identification based on fusion of HSV and HOG is to evaluate the robustness of an attribute detector against lighting or illumination and pose changes in PRI. Table 2 tabulated the re-identification rate for the first 10 ranks. The performance of pre-trained detectors is higher for all three ranks as compared to raw features due to robustness to varying illuminations and poses.
Boosting Robustness through Pose and Illumination Using SVM
To evaluate the effect of attribute detectors on light and pose differences, standard public dataset VIPeR is used. The VIPeR consisted of 632 pairs of images that were taken using two cameras with 128*48 resolutions. Having images with drastically different illumination and pedestrian angles made this dataset suitable for evaluating the effect of attribute detectors on improving reidentification rate in the existence of these two phenomena. The attributes that are considered here are those frequently appeared. Note that there are several other attributes that can be considered and trained on VIPeR but for simplicity, five attributes are chosen to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed detectors in this study. The detectors are the same as the one used for our local dataset. To train the attribute detectors, the ensemble of localized features (ELF) proposed by [12] is used and this set of features includes 2784 dimensional vectors of color and texture features. Table 3 enlists these attributes and tabulated the accuracy rate using the proposed detectors in this study. It was found that dark shirt contributed to highest accuracy rate of 88.1% as compared to worst performance with blonde hair as the attribute Next, the effect of the attribute detectors on improving reidentification performance is discussed. Out of 316 images from the VIPeR database, 245 pairs with drastically bad conditions of light and pose variations are selected. Typically, in PRI does not involve a pure binary (0-1) classification problem and since the aim is to find the most relevant test set with query one, applying SVM at the classification stage is proven to be a suitable tool in comparison to other classifiers. Furthermore, the ability of ranking based on the relevancy of attributes between a query image and test images is the significant factor in our approach. As such, to assess the capability of our poseillumination invariant approach, the ranking SVM approach by [17] for PRI has been utilised. In their method, the aim was to learn a ranking score in which the relevant images have higher score than irrelevant ones. As shown in (3),  represents the ranking score and is defined as follow:
where, is a multi-dimensional feature vector representing the query image and represents the other images in the dataset. Having a learning problem as in (3), we wish to train such that: (4) where,
shows the feature vector of relevant images to the query image while shows the irrelevant images. As can be seen in 4, the vectors that represent the images contain low-level features. In our experiment, low-level features are used and the effect of attributes as mid-level features is examined as well. Therefore, a part devoted to attributes and the formula is changed in (3) to (5): (5) In 5, and are the 5-dimensional attribute vectors that specify the attributes related to the query image and attributes related to the other images, accordingly. By adding this part to equation, the existence of mid-level features in enhancing robustness through pose and light variations is validated if these features contribute to better accuracy rate. First, the detectors are trained using the whole VIPer dataset. Next, 245 pairs of images with bad conditions of light and pose are used as testing images. This procedure is repeated once without applying attribute-related part in 5 (as done by [17] ). Results attained showed higher accuracy of attribute-contributed PRI as depicted in Figure 6 . As can be seen, the attributes positively have good effect on the result and thus, enhanced the robustness. 
Conclusion
In conclusion, it is proven that attributes with semantic representation of the subjects' images is capable to enhance re-identification rate by making the approach more robust against pose and illumination. However, in order to achieve an optimal correct reidentification rate, some issues still remain to be solved. The issues include having adequate number of training samples and determining significant attribute detectors itself. Future work includes using other standard public datasets and rigorous comparison of the results against state-of-the-art approaches.
